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1. Fill in the blanks with appropriate words:-        

i. ________ is a small graphic object that moves in the stage. 

ii. GIF stands for _____________ . 

iii. ________ button is clicked to stop the loop of animation. 

iv. The word hypertext was coined by ________. 

v. HREF stands for _________________ . 

vi. For linking to another web page, its URL is specified with ____________ attribute of <A> tag. 

 

2. Select the most suitable alternative :-        

i. Which attribute of the <A>tag is used to create a named anchor<bookmark> 

a) Href   b) Name   c) Src   d) None 

ii. The programming block in scratch are of ________ shapes. 

a) Six   b) Five    c) Four   d) Three 

iii. A sprite is normally animated using different ________ blocks. 

a) Variable  b) String    c) Programming d) None of these 

iv. The official mascot of Linux is: 

a) Tux   b) Pigeon   c) Duck  d) None of these 

v. In Linux, the waste basket in which deleted files and folders are stored is called: 

a) Recycle Bin  b) Trash    c) Home  d) None of these 

 

3. Name a freeware for each of the following application:       

Generic Terms      Freeware 

i. Spreadsheet Package     ________________ 

ii. Calculator      ________________ 

 

4. Write the syntax and function of the following tags.       

i. <P>tag 

ii. Heading tag 

iii. <BR>tag 

 

5. Short Notes             

i. Footer 

ii. Comment Tag  

iii. Attributes 

 

 



 

 

6. Difference :         

i. Container tag & Empty tag 

ii. <BR> tag & <HR> tag 

 

7. Find the solution for the given situations in one word/line       

i. Sarthak wants to move the sprite 90 steps backwards and turn it by 35 degree. He also wants to repeat 

it for ten times. Which programming block can be used by Sarthak? 

ii. Suman has kept many files on his computer system, so he decided to delete some unwanted files. 

However while doing so, by mistake he deleted some important files also. He wants to retrieve back 

the important deleted files. How can he get back those files while operating in BOSS Linux? 

 

8. Answer the following: 

i. Explain the basic layout of HTML document.  

ii. List the names of different keyboard layouts. 

iii. What is linking? What are the differences between external and internal linking?  

 

9. Draw the screen of Linux BOSS   and label the component of it (Page no: 128). 
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